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Furthermore, Adobes own plug-in system for Premiere Pro, Premiere Pro CC 2019, has very similar and extremely limited menu systems and is far worse performing, giving people lots more ability to screw up settings, while also making editing more tedious than its users should have to go through. Its
an absolute no-brainer that theres no compatibility for Blackmagic RAW footage as yet, but that will be fixed for free, rather than user having to pay for a BRAW Studio Premiere plug-in that does the same job in a much better way. In my view, Blackmagic as a company holds absolutely no right to get to

sneak these capability bits into Premiere Pro, when Adobe is the one missing the ball and just pretending there isnt one. Theres certainly no reason why CineForm compatible footage on a Blackmagic camera shouldnt be automatically imported and rendered in Premiere Pro, and exported as standard
Apple ProRes footage (though only raw). This is, in short, the message that I want to deliver to Blackmagic, as someone who bought and endorsed their new product, the Ursa Mini 12K series, and learned that as of its launch, Blackmagic had still not fixed the BRAW support for Premiere Pro. They have

now. The issue is quickly and smoothly being fixed for free, as theres no need for Blackmagic to charge its paying customers for something that, in time, should easily become free. Autokroma DaVinci Resolve Studio v9.5.1 Build 14.3.3 Details can be found below by pressing the View Detail
ContentButton. A complete list of the new features and improvements in DaVinci Resolve Studio can be found here (DaVinci Resolve Studio will upgrade to the latest build automatically). You can download DaVinci Resolve Studio standalone from here. If you use the free DaVinci Resolve Lite, then you

may need to download the latest update from here. Note that if youve downloaded DaVinci Resolve Studio from our website, then you will need to restart DaVinci Resolve Studio and load the latest update.
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Blackmagic Resolve users can access the RAW Color parameters in our brand new BRAW Studio Resolve settings Panel (available in top menu : Window -> Resolve Settings). This Panel also provides useful utility and
workflow features, for example batch applying parameters changes to many clips at once, creating profile, load XRDE for unknown metadata,... Moreover, the BRAW Studio V2 also provides a customized RAW Parameters

panel for DaVinci Resolve (available in top menu : Window -> Resolve Settings). This panel works like the source settings panel of BRAW Studio in Premiere Pro (see above) And here is the most important thing: You can now
export your BRAW set as a Sidecar file (DaVinci Resolve compatible) and import it in NLE. You can then decide if you want to use the export settings or import the settings into your project. The fact that this panoply of

design and useful features has not yet been rolled into Blackmagic RAW codecs (but being developed for more than a year now by the same team in Slovenia) is absolutely, positively a crime, in my view. Moreover, of all the
formats imaginable, this is probably the most capacious, resilient, and absolutely standards-compliant CineForm (or any other) codec. Why does such a format need BRAW support at all? I mean, BRAW itself is not widely

supported by non-Blackmagic image/video converters, so why make people do more work than necessary to convert footage into something that isnt. Its like making a JPG of a Blu-ray movie, except from it you go through a
ton of steps and introduce god knows what formatting errors, and then store it on a disk that remains somewhat unstable (until it blows up in a fireball). 5ec8ef588b
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